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ABSTRACT
The objective of this article is to point at the analysis of QoS (quality of services) stream for MHP services in unstable IP
networks in simulated environment of the Modeller. An overview of QoS, their features and ways of implementations are outlined.
The offer of quality of services gets broad extension in IPTV services for communication with the Internet, its availability,
broadband, speed. The simulating software Opnet Modeller is used to simulate QoS parameters for transfering real video files in
unstable network. 3D video files in standard and high definition are used to compare time delay for each video transfer.

Keywords: internet protocol television, quality of services, multimedia home platform, delay variation - jitter, packet loss,
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is a trend of the period for network designers to
build up so called multiservice networks able to transfer
all types of communication – voice, data and video with
help of packet architecture. The demand of wider and
wider band broadness is unceasing, and recently it has
been intensified. However, the higher demand of broader
band can cause problems with quality, mainly degradation
of a time-sensitive type of network operation, like voice
is. Voice packets do not have the same advantages as data
ones as for the re-sending in case of packet loss during
transfer [1].
2. QUALITY OF SERVICES
Quality of services (QoS) is ability to provide different
priorities for different applications, users, data streams or
ability to guarantee certain figure for data stream. For
example, required speed of bits, delay, and probability of
throwing away packets or error-rate of bits can be
guaranteed. Guarantee of quality of services can be
important in case the network capacity is not sufficient,
especially for multimedia applications streaming in real
time, like for example voice transfer through IP (VoIP),
on-line games, and IPTV, because these often require
fixed transmission speed, and are sensitive to delay, like in
networks where capacity is determined by source, for
example in cellular data communication. QoS is required
in networks without overload [2].
QoS functions provide better and more predictable
network services so that: they deal with and manage
network overload by forming network operation and they
set network operation priority across network.
2.1. Architecture of QoS
Concrete elements of QoS architecture depend on the
type of transferred information: voice, data or video. For
VoIP, QoS defines limitations specific for voice transfer
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like delay, delay variation or jitter, packet loss, and also
echo. [1].
Among the representative metrics of quality of
services in computer networks are listed:
1. end delay - period between sending a packet from
a source and its delivery to the defined receiver
2. jitter – difference between intervals among the
received packets
3. packet loss - ratio of the received and sent
packets in a time unit
4. band bandwidth – transfer capacity which is
related to load carrying capacity (the amount of
successfully transferred data in a time unit) [3].
2.2. Models of QoS provision
According to IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force),
the solution of reaching higher level of service brings
several ways of support. Specifically, it is the following
architectures ensuring QoS in the networks[3]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Integrated Services, (IntServ)
Differentiated Services, (DiffServ)
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS)
Subnet Bandwidth Management [4].

2.2.1. Integrated services
Model of integrated services (IntServ) tries to keep the
guaranteed level of service for selected services on the
whole path of transfer. The application requires from the
network to ensure certain level of transfer needed for its
correct operation. The application has to know what is the
generated stream characteristics, and signal to the nodes
on the whole path of transfer [4].
IntServ Model supports two different types of services:
service with controlled load – to ensure reliable transfer
between two points, and guaranteed service – for
guaranteed maximum delay during transfer within the
band given [4].
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2.2.2. Differentiated services
Differentiated Services (DiffServ) represent a method,
which, with help of a set of classification tools and
mechanisms of work with fronts, provides broad
possibilities of quality of service via data transfer in
network provision. This method is based on the
classification of different types of packets crossing
network by limit routers. Different streams can be
classified according to network address, protocol, entry
port. It is also possible to classify different streams with
the help of basic or extended access lists. Then they are
categorised.
To each class a DiffServ value (DSCP) is bound set. In
the core of the network, packets are forwarded again on
the basis of defined behaviour of network nodes towards
the stream with the relevant SCP value. As neither of the
methods! (intServ or DiffServ) offers a complex solution,
a combination of these two methods is used. The latest
trend in quality service provision is simplification and
automation with regard to simplicity and ability to ensure
guarantee of service quality in IP networks. Technologies
providing quality of service offer a number of
possibilities, and can be used for setting up really
sophisticated networks [4].

computer, which is connected to SITL PC2
interface.PC2receives the streamed 3D video also with the
help of VLC program.

Fig. 2 Real interconnection of computers
In the SITL module, it is important to set up network
card. They are the network cards of the computer on
which Opnet (Modeler) is running. As notebooks have one
network card only, it is necessary to buy the second USB
network card. For the attribute Incoming Packet Filter
String, it is necessary to induct MAC address of the
network card to the preset value arp or ip by the command
src, and following the MAC address in the form
XX:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX. For each interface, it is the
MAC address of the computer to which the computer is
connected. Setting up of filter provides transfer of packets
from the corresponding MAC address to simulation [8].
The sample of setting is in Fig.3

3. CONFIGURATION OF A SIMULATED
NETWORK AND INTERCONNECTION OF
OBJECTS
The proposed network uses SITL interface, which
allows displaying a 3D stream video on the receiving side.
The simulation is completed by a video server and
applications which according to setting up load wireless
transfer. In Fig.1, a scheme of simulated network is
depicted.
Fig. 3 Setting of attributes for SITL module

Fig. 1 A proposal of simulated network

In Fig. 1, the network is composed of two SITL
interfaces (PC1 a PC2), work stations (PC3 a PC4),
switches (Switch_1 a Switch_2), wireless routers
(WLAN_1 a WLAN_2), video server and objects for
applications and profiles setting up. A real computer, in
which VLC program is on, is connected to SITL PC1
interface.
The VLC program is a 2.0.5 version. PC1 streams 3D
video with the help of HTTP protocol onto the second real
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With WLAN modules, it is important to set the
function Access Point Functionality, where for WLAN_1
this function is allowed, for WLAN_2 prohibited. It is
necessary, naturally, to set IP Routing Parameters, i.e. IP
addresses of interfaces, and routing protocols according to
the table. For WLAN modules, it is possible to change,
e.g. speed of transfer, topology of transfer, or buffer.
At the beginning, we define the required number of
applications in the attribute Number of Rows. We select
the required applications and define the name for each of
them. It is necessary to set a profile for these applications.
After setting up the applications, we select a number of
profiles, in which the selected applications will be located.
After defining the name of the profile, we can set time of
operation, time of execution, time of repetition,
eventually, number of repetitions, and other attributes.
Apart from the assignation of the IP address to the
server, it is necessary to allow the application profile
support function (Fig. 4), where we select supported
profiles pre-set before.
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Device

Interface

IP address

Mask of
sub
network

Preset
port

PC1

network card

192.168.3.11

255.255.255.
0

192.168.
3.1

PC2

network card

192.168.1.11

255.255.255.
0

192.168.
1.1

PC3

network card

192.168.1.12

255.255.255.
0

-

PC4

network card

192.168.1.13

255.255.255.
0

-

built-in
network card

192.168.3.10

255.255.255.
0

-

USB network
card

192.168.1.10

255.255.255.
0

-

Ethernet port

192.168.3.1

255.255.255.
0

-

In the proposed simulation, we have two work stations
marked as PC3 and PC4. On each of the work stations it is
necessary to set IP addresses. Similarly to the server
setting, it is necessary to allow support of the created
application profiles. Number of work stations is optional.
With bigger number of stations which will receive packets
from server, the load of network will be higher. With
regard to the number of applications and possibilities of
network configuration, it is possible to work with different
variants.
DES are parameters of simulation which must be set
before start of the operation itself. In our case, we must
not forget to set the figure Real-time execution ration on
the Fig.1. It will be set in the window Configure/Run DES
selecting Execution→Advanced→ Kernel preferences in
the line Real-time execution ratio on the Fig.1.
The length of simulation will be set adequately to the
length of the streamed 3D video. Within the total time of
the simulation duration, several seconds needed to start
video stream in PC1, and confirmation of reception in
PC2 will be included.
The last step before start of the simulation is selection
of statistics which we want to monitor during the
simulation, and compare later. After clicking the right
mouse button on the desktop Opnet Modeller, we will
select the option, where we choose the required statistics.

WLAN
interface

192.168.2.2

255.255.255.
0

-

3.1. Results of transfer simulation of 3D contents in
graphs.

Ethernet port

192.168.1.1

255.255.255.
0

-

WLAN
interface

192.168.2.1

255.255.255.
0

-

Ethernet port

192.168.3.10
0

255.255.255.
0

-

Table 1 Devices configuration

PC:OM

WLAN
_1

WLAN
_2

Server

Each 3D video was of a different quality of picture,
specifically 360p, 720p and 1080p. In the simulation
scenarios we were comparing the network behaviour at
different qualities of video contents, with additional
loading with the help of applications video conference,
picture browsing, database, FTP, and email.
Each genre was in three different qualities, as we can
notice in the overview table Tab. 2. All the samples are in
MPEG4/AVC format.
Table 2 Parameters of transferred 3D sequences

Fig. 4 Figure caption
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During the 3D video sequences transfer, we were
monitoring load carrying capacity, WLAN parameters of
transfer, number of received and sent packets by SITL
module, time delay of 3D video during the whole transfer
through WLAN.
First graph of the tested 3D video sequence Avatar
shows time delay at different quality of the transferred
video. The results are depicted in Fig. 5, where it is seen
that delay is higher at higher quality of the transferred
video. Top figures reach 0.045 second.
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transfer high definition video in 720p mode and 1080p
mode, but significant difference in transferring standard
resolution or high resolution video.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we wanted to point at the analysis of
QoS stream for MHP services in unstable IP networks.
The way of quality of services implementation, and its
qualities was described. Quality of services is possible to
realise in simulating program Opnet (Modeler), which
enables modelling, analysis, and network configuration.
From the results of the analysis we can say the higher
video quality is qoing to transfer the (higher) time delay
will be achieved and there is minimal difference between
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